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Resistivity anomaly, a sharp peak of resistivity at finite temperatures, in the transition-metal
pentatellurides ZrTe5 and HfTe5 was observed four decades ago, and more exotic and anomalous
behaviors of electric and thermoelectric transport were revealed in recent years. Here, we present a theory
of Dirac polarons, composed by massive Dirac electrons and holes in an encircling cloud of lattice
displacements or phonons at finite temperatures. The chemical potential of Dirac polarons sweeps the band
gap of the topological band structure by increasing the temperature, leading to the resistivity anomaly.
Formation of a nearly neutral state of Dirac polarons accounts for the anomalous behaviors of the electric
and thermoelectric resistivity around the peak of resistivity.
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Introduction.—Resistivity in the transition-metal penta-
tellurides ZrTe5 and HfTe5 exhibits a sharp peak at a finite
temperature Tp. The peak occurs approximately at a large
range of temperatures from 50 to 200 K, but the exact value
varies from sample to sample. The effect was observed
forty years ago [1,2], but has yet to be understood very
well. At the beginning, it was thought of as a structural
phase transition, or occurrence of charge density wave. The
idea was soon negated as no substantial evidence was found
to support the picture [3–6]. The measurements of the Hall
and Seebeck coefficients showed that the type of charge
carriers dominating the electrical transport changes its sign
around the peak, which indicates the chemical potential
of the charge carriers sweeps the band gap around the
transition temperature Tp [7–10]. Thus, the anomaly is
believed to originate in the strong temperature dependence
of the chemical potential and carrier mobility. In recent
years, the advent of topological insulators revived extensive
interest in exploring the physical properties of ZrTe5 and
HfTe5. The first principles calculation suggested that the
band structures of ZrTe5 and HfTe5 are topologically
nontrivial in the layered plane or very close to the
topological transition points [11]. Further studies uncover
more exotic physics in these compounds [12–25], such as
the chiral magnetic effect and three-dimensional quantum
Hall effect. Other possible causes have been advanced
much more recently [26–28], but the physical origin of the
resistivity anomaly is still unclear. For example, it was
suggested that a topological quantum phase transition
might occur, and the gap closing and reopening give rise
to the resistivity anomaly [28]. However, it contradicts the
observation of the angle-resolved photoemission spectro-
scopy (ARPES) measurement [29,30].
Strong temperature dependence of the band structure

[29] implies that the interaction between the Bloch
electrons and the lattice vibrations, i.e., the electron-phonon

interaction (EPI), is an indispensable ingredient for under-
standing the anomaly [31]. In this Letter, we consider an
anisotropic Dirac model describing the low energy exci-
tations of a weak topological insulator near the Fermi
surface and EPI in ZrTe5 and HfTe5, and propose a theory
of Dirac polarons for the resistivity anomaly at finite
temperatures. The Dirac polarons are mixtures of massive
Dirac electrons and holes encircling a cloud of phonons
and are the effective charge carriers in the compounds.
Increasing temperature will change the overlapping of
the Dirac polarons drastically. The chemical potential of
Dirac polarons sweeps the band gap from conduction bands
to valence bands with increasing the temperature.
Consequently, when the chemical potential of Dirac polar-
ons locates around the middle of the band gap, the
resistivity is enhanced drastically to form a pronounced
peak at a finite temperature. The carriers dominating the
charge transport change the sign around the transition. The
formation of a nearly neutral state of Dirac polarons
accounts for anomalous electric and magnetotransport
properties in the compounds.
Finite temperature, spectral function, and quasiparticle

properties.—The charge carriers in the conduction and
valence bands of the bulk ZrTe5 and HfTe5 are strongly
coupled together due to spin-orbit interaction and behave
like massive Dirac fermions instead of conventional
electrons in semiconductors and metals [13,32,33]. In
the following, we only focus on ZrTe5 for comparison
with experimental measurement and theoretical calculation
without loss of generality. When the electrons (or holes) are
moving through the ionic lattices, the surrounding lattice
will be displaced from the original equilibrium positions;
consequently, the electrons (or holes) will be encircled by
the lattice distortions, or phonons. At finite temperatures,
Dirac polarons are composed of both massive Dirac
electrons and holes in a cloud of phonons due to the
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thermal activation when the chemical potential is located
around the band edges as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The
Hamiltonian describing the EPI in Dirac materials has the
form [34], Htot ¼ HDirac þHph þHep. Here, the phonon
partHph is in the harmonic approximation, and the EPI part
Hep is dominantly contributed by longitudinal acoustic
phonons. The low-energy physics of the electronic states
near the Fermi surface HDirac, can be well described by the
anisotropic Dirac model [35],

HDiracðpÞ ¼ ðdðpÞ − μÞI þ
X

i¼x;y;z

ℏvipiαi þmðpÞβ; ð1Þ

where p ¼ ðpx; py; pzÞ is the relative momentum to
the Γ point, vi (i ¼ x, y, z) are the effective velocities in
three directions. μ is the chemical potential. dðpÞ ¼P

i¼x;y;z dip
2
i breaks the particle-hole symmetry and plays

an essential role in the Dirac polaron physics. mðpÞ ¼
m −

P
i¼x;y;z bip

2
i is the momentum dependent Dirac mass.

The first principles calculation suggested that ZrTe5 is
possibly a weak topological insulator [11], and the ARPES
measurement showed that there are no surface states within
the band gap in its a–c plane (the layers stacking along the

b axis) [11]. Thus, we consider an anisotropic case of bx ≃
by > 0 and bz ≤ 0. The detailed analysis of the band
topology can be found in Sec. SI of Ref. [36]. The
Dirac matrices are chosen to be α ¼ τx ⊗ ðσx; σy; σzÞ
and β ¼ τz ⊗ σ0, where σ and τ are the Pauli matrices
acting on spin and orbital space, respectively. The quanti-
tative information about these physical properties, such as
the Dirac velocity, the Dirac mass, or the energy gap can be
extracted from the ARPES data [29,45,46]. To explore the
EPI effect, we treatHep as a perturbation to either electrons
or phonons in the Migdal approximation [43] that the self-
energy arises from the virtual exchange of a phonon at
temperature T. Because of the spinor nature of Dirac
electrons, the retarded self-energy can be recast in a matrix
form as [36,47,48]

ΣR
epðp; ϵÞ ¼ ΣIðp; ϵÞ þ λαðp; ϵÞℏvp · αþ Σβðp; ϵÞβ; ð2Þ

where ΣIðp; ϵÞ is the renormalization to the chemical
potential μ; λαðp; ϵÞ is the velocity dressing function, and
Σβðp; ϵÞ is the renormalization to the Dirac mass m.
The quasiparticle properties of the Dirac polaron can be

obtained by the poles of the retarded Green’s function
GRðp; ϵÞ ¼ ½ϵ −HDiracðpÞ − ΣRðp; ϵÞ�−1, which, in the
complex plane, its real part gives the spectrum of the
quasiparticle, and the imaginary part gives its lifetime.
The self-energy ΣRðp; ϵÞ ¼ ΣR

epðp; ϵÞ þ ΣR
impðp; ϵÞ includes

the contribution from the impurities scattering. The spectral
function of the quasiparticle properties of Dirac polarons is
given by the imaginary part of GRðp; ϵÞ,

Aζðp; ϵÞ ¼ −
1

π
hζspjImGRðp; ϵÞjζspi; ð3Þ

where jζspi are the band states with the band indices
ζ ¼ � for the conduction and valence band, and for the
spin indices s ¼ �. In the absence of disorder and EPI,
Aζðp; ϵÞ is a δ function reflecting that p is a good quantum
number, and all its weight ratio is precisely at ϵ ¼ ξζp. In the
presence of disorder and EPI, at low temperatures, Aζðp; ϵÞ
exhibits a sharp peak of the Lorentzian type due to a long
lifetime. As temperature increases, Aζðp; ϵÞ maintains the
Lorentzian line shape but becomes broader due to the
increasing of the scattering rate, and the peak position
moves to the positive energy due to the renormalization of
the energy level. The trajectories of the peaks of the spectral
function give us the renormalized dispersion ξ̃ζðpÞ. As
shown in Fig. 1(a), we plot the derived energy dispersions
ξ̃ζðpÞ for different temperatures with the black and red lines
corresponding to the conduction and valence bands,
respectively. The ARPES data extracted from Ref. [29]
are also presented as the background for a comparison. The
excellent agreement can be found between our theoretical
calculations and the experiment data. The overall band
structure shifts up to higher energy with increasing temper-
ature. The peak structure of the spectral function can be
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FIG. 1. (a) A comparison of the renormalized energy spectrums
according to the theory (the solid lines) and the temperature-
dependent band structures from ARPES measurement adopted
from Fig. 2(b) in Ref. [29]. (b) The renormalized Dirac mass m
due to the EPI, (c) the temperature dependent chemical potential
μ, and (d) the velocity dressing function λα. The experiment data
are extracted from Figs. 2(d) and 2(f) in Ref. [29]. The
model parameters are set to be vx ≃ vy ¼ v⊥ ¼ 4 × 105 m=s,
vz ¼ 0.5 × 105 m=s, bx ≃ by ¼ b⊥ ¼ 230 meV nm2, dx ≃ dz ¼
d⊥ ¼ −225 meVnm2, bz ¼ dz ¼ 0 and m ¼ 12.0 meV for all
the figures if there is no further claiming. The carrier density used
here is n ¼ 4 × 1017 cm−3.
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clearly observed in the temperature range considered,
which suggests that a quasiparticle picture is still appro-
priate at low energy, and the EPI largely preserves the
weakly perturbed Fermi-liquid behavior.
The renormalized Dirac mass m is given by the

difference between two energy levels ξ̃þð0Þ and ξ̃−ð0Þ for
the states at the band edge ðp ¼ 0Þ∶m̄ ¼ 1

2
½ξ̃þð0Þ − ξ̃−ð0Þ�.

At higher temperature, the effective mass varies with T as
m̄ ≃mþ gmT shown in Fig. 1(b). The coefficient gm are
determined by the band structure and the EPI strength (see
the details in Ref. [36]). For Dirac materials, the renorm-
alization of the energy levels is attributed to xthe contribu-
tions from both intraband and interband scatterings. With
increasing temperature, the more phonon modes with high
momenta are active, the larger the renormalization is. The
chemical potential is determined by the charge carriers
density n¼R

∞
jm̄jdω½ν̄þðωÞnFðω−μÞ− ν̄−ð−ωÞnFðωþμÞ�

where nFðxÞ ¼ ½expðx=kBTÞ þ 1�−1 is the Fermi distribu-
tion function and ν̄�ðωÞ are the renormalized density of
states for the conduction and valence bands, respectively.
In the band structure of ZrTe5, the particle-hole symmetry is
broken and the valence band is narrower than the conduction
band. At the fixed n, the temperature dependence μðTÞ
is plotted in Fig. 1(c). The calculated results demonstrate
that the chemical potential sweeps over the energy band gap
of the massive Dirac particles with increasing tempera-
ture. At low temperatures, μðTÞ ≈ μð0Þ − ðπ2=6ÞðkBTÞ2
ðdν̄�ðωÞ=dω=ν̄�ðωÞÞjω¼μð0Þ shows a quadratic temperature
dependence by means of the Sommerfeld expansion.
μðTÞ ¼ 0 means the chemical potential is located at the
midgap, which approximately defines the transition temper-
ature Tp around. At high temperatures, due to the strong
particle-hole asymmetry and the relatively low carrier
density, the chemical potential shifts into the valence band
in a relatively linear fashion with increasing temperature.
The velocity dressing function λα as a function of T is plotted
in Fig. 1(d). The velocity for Dirac polaron decreases linearly
with T for higher temperature and saturates a constant value
for lower temperature.
The resistivity anomaly.—With the phonon-induced self-

energy in hand, we are ready to present the electrical
resistivity as a function of temperature by means of the
linear response theory [34,36]. At finite temperatures, the
conductivities and thermoelectric coefficients are contrib-
uted from both the electronlike and holelike bands after the
phonon-induced renormalization. The two contributions
are weighted by the negative energy derivative of the
Fermi-Dirac function, whose value is nearly zero except
for energies within a narrow window of kBT near the
chemical potential μ. Figure 2(a) reproduces the resistivity
peak at several initial chemical potentials μ or, equivalently,
carrier densities at T ¼ 0. For the initial μðT ¼ 0Þ (> 0)
locating in the conduction band, as it moves down to the
valance band with increasing temperature, it will inevitably
sweep over the band gap. When T ¼ Tp, the effective

chemical potential lies around the middle of the effective
band gap μðT ¼ TpÞ ≃ 0 and the resistivity reaches the
maximum. As the n-type carrier concentration is decreased,
the resistivity peak will move to the lower temperature with
the higher magnitude. The peak temperature as a function
of the carrier density is plotted in Fig. 2(b). For a lower
carrier concentration, the chemical potential reaches
the middle of the band gap with a lower temperature.
The height of the resistivity peak is determined by the
ratio m̄ðTpÞ=ðkBTpÞ. By increasing the ratio, the peak
height increases drastically, and becomes divergent if
m̄ðTpÞ ≫ kBTp. It explains why, in some experiments
with extreme low carrier concentration, no resistivity peak
is observed [20,49], which can be regarded as the situation
of Tp ∼ 0. Thus, the sweeping chemical potential over the
band gap of Dirac fermions gives rise to the resistivity
anomaly at finite temperatures. We use the model param-
eters in Fig. 1 to calculate the resistivity, which is in good
agreement with the experimental data as shown in Fig. 2(c).
The slight deviation at the high temperature might be
caused by neglecting the contributions from the optical
modes of phonons.
Sign change of the Hall and Seebeck coefficients.—The

resistivity anomaly is always accompanied by the sign
change of the Hall and Seebeck coefficients around the
transition temperature [8,23,40,50–52], which can be
reproduced in the present theory. As shown in Fig. 3(a),
for a positive μðT ¼ 0Þ or n-type carriers, by increasing the
temperature, the Hall coefficient (RH ¼ ∂ρxy=∂BjB¼0)
first maintains its value (1=en) at low temperature,
decreases down until reaching the minimum. Then RH
changes from the negative to a positive sign at some
temperature and continues to decrease down to nearly zero

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 2. (a) The zero-field resistivity ρ as a function of temper-
ature for several carrier densities n. (b) The peak temperature Tp
as a function of the carrier density. (c) The comparison of the
experimental data and theoretical prediction by using the same
parameters as Fig. 1. The experimental data are extracted from
Fig. 1(d) in Ref. [29]. Both resistivity curves have been
normalized to their maximum values ρpeak.
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at high temperatures. The sign change of RH indicates that
the electron-dominated transport is transformed into the
hole-dominated as the chemical potential moves from the
conduction band to the valence band. As the carrier
concentration decreases, the Hall coefficient crosses 0 at
a lower temperature with a larger maximum. In Fig. 3(b),
the Seebeck coefficient Sxx also reveals a systematic shift in
temperature as the carrier density increases. For each
curve with fixed carrier density, Sxx displays similar
nonmonotonic temperature dependence as RH, except
that Sxx starts from absolute zero and exhibits a relatively
large positive (p-type) Seebeck coefficient at high
temperatures. At low temperatures, the chemical potential
lies deep in the bulk band, the Mott formula relates
the thermoelectric conductivity with the derivative of
the electrical conductivity for the thermopower Sxx ¼
ðπ2k2BT=3eÞðdσðωÞ=dω=σðωÞÞjω¼μ [53] with σðωÞ as the
energy-dependent conductivity. The conductivity σðωÞ is
proportional to the square of the group velocity. Hence, as
chemical potential locates in the conduction band, Sxx is
negative (n-type) and decreases with increasing tempera-
ture. Sxx attains its largest value when n is tiny but
nonvanishing and varies rapidly with the temperature
around Tp. [54]. Tp decreases with the reduction of the
n-type carrier concentration and, at zero temperature,
qualitatively agrees with previous measurements for single
crystals with different carrier concentrations [52]. Near
T ¼ Tp and if the band gap m̄ðTpÞ is comparably smaller
than the thermal energy kBTp, either RH or Sxx is linear in
temperature and the system enters a nearly neutral state of
Dirac polarons due to the strong thermal activation.
Magnetotransport in nearly neutral state of Dirac

polarons.—The presence of an external magnetic field
reveals the exotic behaviors of magnetoresistivity near
the transition temperature [10,15,23,26,51,55]. Without
loss of generality, we assume the magnetic field B is along
the z direction. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the transverse
magnetoresistivity ρxxðBÞ displays significantly different
behaviors for temperature above and below Tp. Below
120 K, a narrow dip is observed around zero magnetic field

and above 200 K, ρxx shows a quadratic field dependence.
Approaching the peak temperature, ρxx becomes large and
nonsaturating. We plot the resistivity as a function of
temperature for different magnetic fields. As shown in
Fig. 4(b), ρxxðBÞ displays striking resistivity peaks when
the temperature crosses the region of the neutral state of
Dirac polarons. The peak is strongly enhanced with
increasing magnetic field, and even becomes nonsaturated.
Its position is observed to shift slightly to a higher
temperature with the field increasing, i.e., Tp is a function
of B. This effect has been reported experimentally in
Refs. [15,23]. The appearance of giant and nonsaturated
transverse magnetoresistivity can be viewed as the
electrical signature of the neutral state of Dirac polarons.
As shown in Fig. 4(c), the slope of the Hall resistivity ρxy is
negative, indicating an electron-dominated charge trans-
port. As the temperature increases, the nonlinearity of ρxy
becomes more apparent. In the intermediate temperature
(120 ∼ 180 K) around Tp, due to the formation of the
nearly neutral state of Dirac polarons, the slope of the Hall
resistivity changes from positive (hole type) at low mag-
netic field to negative (electron type) at high field, showing
a zigzag shaped profile. At high temperature (above
200 K), the hole carrier dominates the charge transport,
thus, the slope of ρxy become positive. The effect of an
applied magnetic field on ρxy as a function of temperature is
shown in Fig. 4(d). There is a systematic shift to the higher
temperatures with increasing field. The calculated ρxx and
ρxy as functions of either T or B are in excellent agreement
with the experimental measurements in ZrTe5 and HfTe5
[23,26,51,55]. Last, we want to point out the differences
between the present theory and the two-carrier model for
magnetoresistance [56]. The two-carrier model commonly
requires that the Fermi surface is composed of both
electron and hole pockets and predicts a quadratical

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. (a) The Hall coefficient RH and (b) the Seebeck
coefficient S as functions of temperature of several carrier
densities n.

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

FIG. 4. The magnetic field dependence of (a) the transverse
magnetoresistance ρxx and (c) the Hall resistivity ρxy for different
temperatures. The temperature dependence of (b) ρxx and (d) ρxy
for different magnetic fields.
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magnetoresistance, while the present theory only involves a
single Dirac band crossing the Fermi surface and the
multicarrier transport is attributed to thermal excitation
over a wide range of temperatures.
Discussion.—From an experimental standpoint, a

temperature-dependent effective carrier density can be
deduced from the Hall measurement. The shift of the
chemical potential or effective carrier density with the
variation of temperature is the key issue to the resistivity
anomaly. With no absorption or desorption process through
extrinsic doping, the temperature dependent variation of
effective density of charge carriers seems to violate the
conservation law of the total charge. However, the relative
contribution from each band of carriers to the total Hall
effect also depends on its ability to respond to the applied
magnetic field such as velocity and mobility. In Dirac
materials with extreme low carrier density and tiny band
gap, the strong particle-hole asymmetry will induce a
significant temperature variation of the chemical potential,
even shifts from conduction band to valence band.
Consequently, the effective carrier density also displays
strong temperature dependence.
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